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Introduction
The combination of the words 'chain' and 'management' suggests an optimism in the
possibility toinfluence and control aflowof goods or services in away thatpreset targets
are met. 'Chain' stands for the system of stages that are linked through the process that
aims at narrowing the gap between primary extraction and final use. 'Management'
denotes thepossibility tocoordinate theprocesses thatexistbetween these stages.
'Control' can be accomplished in different ways. From a governmental point of view,
control can be accomplished through legal prespcriptions, that have to comply with
rulemaking of the European Union (somewhat old-fashioned depicted as EC). Governmental control is not solely accomplished through limiting prescriptions but can berealisedby incentives too.Incentives ordirectives can focus:
the chain and the different stages in the process especially when subsidies or quality
assurémentaim at maintaining a flow of goods that is essential for the functioning of
society;
can pin-point the beginning of the chain, for instance as takes place in product-liability;
canpinpoint theend of thechain, for instance toprotect consumers' rights.
The legal framework limits thepossibilities for individual enterprises to cooperate and/or
to compete. From an economic standpunt of view, cooperation or competition that takes
place within the legal framework can influence the (transaction) costs of entities within a
chain. And moreover, between legality and economicality interdependencies exist, law
canbeviewed at 'from theperspective of theeconomist' (E.J.P.Mackaay, 1988).
Opportunities andlimitations of chain management canbe located in:
the legal framework that provides the space and possibilities in which parties can
operate;
economic factors that provide positive or negative impulses for the bargaining processitself asisthecasewhen contracting costs exist;
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legal impulses that have effects on the bargaining process and that can be restated in
economic criteria, such asliability rules.
Studying chains is not a one way process. In gathering and analysing chains and presenting information about chains in a coherent and consistent manner, chains are object in a
double sense. Through the gathering of knowledge about chains and the use of this
knowledge, a spin-off of scientific findings to the companies that are linked in chains
couldbe realized.
The question can be asked if there are limitations to the management of chains from a
leagal perspective. If such hurdles exist, attention should be drawn to the limitations of
chain-management itself,that is,inessence, cooperative action.
Inthis paper attention is concentrated onthefollowing key-areas that are of importance
in studying thepossibilities tocooperate and/or to compete:
national trade barriers and horizontal or vertical agreements between companies to
reduce competition (par.2);
theassessment ofquality andproduct specifications (par.3);
thejoint effort tosolvethe environmental problem (par.4).
On each of the above areas of possible interference with national and european regulations are considered. In paragraph 4 more than moderate attention is payed to chaining
problems intheenvironmental-damage issue, asitisof special concern infuture research.
In par. 5 concluding remarks will focus on consequences for the direction of future research withregard tolegalissuesin chain-management.
Realising aeuropean market:getting ridof trade-barriers
As the major goal of the european unification effort is to reduce limitations for competition within theEuropean borders, all threenamed areas areof concern, asmeasures of individual states or companies can disturb a 'workable competition'. Rules against unfair
competition (art. 85-90of theEC-treaty) and against governmental barriers were created
toenhance suchcircumstances (L.J.Brinkhorst/R.Barents, 1990page 107).
Socompetition isenhanced by:
thebreaking-off ofnational trade barriers for the flow of goods over theborders (par.
2.1);
arestrictive policy onagreements between individual companies (par. 2.2).
As the EC has created a autonomousjudicial system (Van Gend en Loos, Court of Justice
case 26-1962), that passes by national legistic efforts, chain management should not conflict but only be subsidiary toefforts to achieve afreeEC-market (Simmenthal case, Case
106-1977).
Trade restrictons
A common markt encompasses not only the free transfer of goods (art. 30 -37),but also
the free practice of professions (art. 48/52), of delivering services (art. 59) and of capital
(art. 67).Import barriers can lie inprices (duties and taxes,art. 12) orquantitative import
restrictions. The Dassonville-case has shown that any measures that can have the same
impact as quantitative import restrictions are prohibited (Dassonville case; Court of JusticeCasenr. 8-1974).
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Intercompany agreements and economic power
In a competitive market profit margins are under constant pressure and producers are
forced to innovate to create a temporary advantage. Paradoxally, protection that companies seek through mutual agreements, ismotivated by competition itself, since in aperfect and liberal market any profit margin will diminish. As long as there is a difference
between costs and selling-price morecompanies willjoin onthe market.
Tradebarriers ontheother handhave anegative impactonreal income of consumers.
Cooperative action ofcompanies toprotect prices and market shares can violateart. 85/86
of theTreaty, if the agreement possibly has anegative influence on tradebetween Treatycountries, even if the horizontal agreements exist between companies that are located in
only one EC-country (VCH-case, Court of Justice case nr. 8 - 1972; compare H.W. de
Jong, 1990).According to art. 85,1 common market objectives can be frustrated if agreements, decisions or coordinated behaviour can diminisch trade between Treaty-countries
and aim at orresult in an obstacle for competition. Such agreements should bereported to
the Commission that can grantexamption from theprohibitions of art. 85.Examption can
be granted if cooperation aims at technical improvement of products or (economic) progress.Art. 85,3-b however statesthat such examption may notresult inoraimat eliminating competition for animportantpart of total production.
Article 86 concerns the disuse of economic power, for instance as a consequence of
take-overs (Case 6-1972, Continental Can).
Under dutch law, the Ministry of economic affairs should be informed about the agreements on price ormarket regulations (art. 2ECA,Economic Competition Act) which can
be generalized (art. 6 ECA). The measures against agreements on the basis of the dutch
Economic Competition Act (ECA) can concern (generic) annulation after suspension.
This measure focuses on the agreement itself (art. 23 ECA) and is primarily a horizontal
instrument. Thepublication of information (art. 19/24)however aims atmobilising public
opinion and is therefore a vertical instrument. The ECA can be used against specific
clauses inhorizontal agreements that frustrate public interest, and canfor the same reason
be used against economic dominance inamarket (art.24ECA).
As dutch law concerns only thoseregulations oncompetition andeconomic powerpositions that have negative consequences for public interest (particularly when a situation
occurs that can be characterized asunfair competition), it ispossible thatdutch policy violates EC-regulations that are based on the principle ofprohibitive regulation. It should
benoted too,thatunderdutch law thereshouldbeaformal agreement between companies
before government interference is applicable, while ontheEuropean level even coordinatedaction between organisations can lead to measures from theEuropean Commission on
thebasis of EEC's provision nr. 17(RUG, 1992,page87).
Cooperation inthe chain
Horizontal agreements between companies operating in the same branche can have vertical implications. This is of importance: for understanding transactions between companies vertically inachain, apparently agreements oncooperation horizontally matter.
Market structure can stimulate therealisation of horizontal agreements ina vertical-upward direction. Referring to the pork meat-chain, constant pressure on transfer-prices for
pork between retail trade and delivering companies cannot be met by quality improveMANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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ment alone, since such quality improvement will only lead to lower prices (for the consumer) or larger profit margins (for the super market chains). The constant pressure on
prices, that is a consequence of oligopolistic tendencies in the retail-sector, and strong
competition in stages upward the chain, leads to the shifting of pressure on margins upward, to the farmers, with possibly fatal consequences for Dutch companies in the near
future. As downward the chain loss of margin on meat is compensated through gains on
otherproducts (companies have ahighlydiversified composition ofproducts tooffer) and
the acquisition of products by customers takes place through 'package-deals' with retailers, specialisation upward the chain becomes a death-trap for which quality improvementgivensnodefinitive solution.
Another 'inequality of arms' should be noted. Retailers have a freedom of choice between the delivering companies, but the same freedom of choice is not applicable upwards the chain because of cost- and capacity- and storage-structure. Cost-structure is
important because realised long-term investments create inflexiblity in production; capacity-structure is important because the existing over-capacity aggrevates pressure on
margins; ans storage-costs are important because the loss of clients is immediately translated incostof capital thatlies fallow.
Quality improvement has (as stated) only a positive aspect for the short run since it
opens up markets abroad, itcompensates in asence the natural disadvantage thatexists in
thedistance to the consumer abroad, and creates a temporary margin at home inacompetitive market. At the home-market it helps to keep up with companies in the same branche. Of course quality improvement itself is a welcome result of competition, but for the
companies involved itisonly profitable ifprofit margins can be restored.
It may therefore be of importance for survival of companies in thedutch agri meat-sector to come tojoint calculation schemes on product prices in relation to quality, butjoint
action violates the aim of disclosure of markets and is therefore of special interest for european monitoring agencies too.
Whereas european policy aims at enhancing competition, dutch law and practice are
permissive despite recent measures of the Department of Economic Affairs to prohibit
agreements on vertical price regulations (and perhaps necessarily is in the light of policy
inother counties).
Quality improvement
Quality prescriptions can have a positive and a negative impact on competition. From a
Hayekian point of view, as Hayek promotes a liberal economy that is totally different
from the Netherlands' guided economy, economic policy should concern mainly the prohibition of cartels and the setting of qualitative non-discriminating requirements for new
busineses and for products (B.Hessel, 1992,page 5).Since national quality prescriptions
canconflict EC's primary objective, quality assessment from aeuropean perspective aims
at protection of end-users (Rau case 261-1981) and by the object of eliminating unfair
competition.
Prescriptions onproduct quality and composition thatare officially motivated by health
protection on art. 36 (Sandoz case 174-1982) can come in violation with with art. 30 of
theTreaty, if the measure has similar effects as aquantitative import restriction. From the
Cassis de Dijon-case it follows that national rules toprotect consumers' safety and health
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are notapplicable if this protection is garantueed by therules of the state of origin(L.J.
Brinkhorst/R.Barents page109).
For integral chain management itmeans that quality regulations downward achainare
prohibited ifsuch regulations aimatfrustrating EC-policy toopen markets.
Environmental care
Fromaeuropean point ofview,environmental careisofspecial interest.Onaglobal level
no legal authority exists that can force national governments todiminish environmental
pollution. Onamondial level theenhancement ofenvironmental care canonly be stimulated indirectly through theexpression ofrecommandations. Theformulation ofrulesby
individual governments mustbeseeninrelation withandsubordinated toEC-rule making
(L.J.Brinkhorst/R. Barents,page210).
Art. 130,4states that measures aretaken onaeuropean level only ifthrough communotory better results an be realized than on a national level. Art. 130t leaves open the
possibility for national environmental rulemaking tobe more severe than EC-measures.
According toart. 130tthese measures mustfitinthecontext oftheTreaty.
From theprimary objective of theECas an economic community, thepossibilities to
alleviaterulemaking andrule-enforcement onanational level cantherefore diminish.For
instance thepossibilities tocutdown thenumber ofenterprises that have toaskfor special permission if enterpreneural operations create environmental risks under the'Wet
Milieubeheer' (General Environmental LAW, GEL), bythe formulation of general rules
as is possible under dutch law (art. 8.40 GEL),are narrowed by the EC-directive on
Integrated Pollution Prevention andControl (J.Verschuuren page 107-108).
Indutch lawthere arethree sources forlegalrestraints onthecreation of environmental
pollution. Apart from public law, that isbased onspecialisation inenvironmental sectors
(air, water, soil, sound) andarelinked totheGEL (with exception oftheWater Pollution
Act), environmental pollution and the behaviour that causes environmental damage, is
opposedby criminal andcivil law.Inthefollowing, attention will befocused on civillaw,
as tort law(especially art.6:162of thedutch Civil Code) is less vulnerable for conflict
with efforts ontheeuropean stage thanpubliclaw.
Civil lawcantake twoextreme positions astothequestion whoexactly hastobearthe
loss that occurs onanincident with environmental damage.With theabsence ofany civil
rules that hold thepolluter responsible forenvironmental damage, itsthepollutee thathas
tobear the loss. This does notnecessarily mean that damage will notform part oftheprivate costs ofafirm, since victims might bewilling topayforpreservation oftheir health
andproperty. Attheotherextreme, under asystemofstrict liability, itwillbethepolluter
that bears the financial consequences. This does not necessarily mean that the victim's
role isapassive one, since through contracting andnegotiations, polluters cancometo an
agreement onthecostsofthedamage caused.
Civil law therefore influences behaviour in a situation of strict liability, although ex
post compensation isitsprimary objective. This isbecause compensation itself has anex
post andanex ante aspect. From anexpost standpoint, compensation refers totherighteousness ofthe recouperation ofany loss.Thefinancial loss should betheburden of the
actor that, inanenterpreneural setting, aimed ataprofit inacting ashedid.Exante itcan
bring aboutcost minimization andprevention efforts.
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In dutch law, similar as in the american law system, there is a tendency towards strict
liability when creating a risk for the property or health of others. Strict liability rules do
not necessarily have to be effective from a society's point of view in reducing social
costs, as will be argued further. The (effectiveness of a) liability rule is of importance
since it has an impact on vertical chain-transactions. Before studying the influence of
suchrules,inthefollowing subsection companies'behavour islooked at.
Private effectiveness and environmental care
From a company's perspective, thedevelopment of a corporal environmental care system
is one outof several strategies that can be adopted to meet environmental risk (seefor instanceP.F.Claes/H.JJ.M. Meerman page 110).In cooping with environmental risk, first a
choicehas tobemade between between taking action and doing nothing.If adecision has
been madetoact, then a choiceisduebetween risk-reduction andrisk-compensation activities. Risk-reduction can be accomplished by the adjustment of activities, by investments (e.g. the implementation of acare system in the organsation) or by combination of
these strategies. Risk compensation is estabilished by insurance or by creating financial
provisions.
When meeting environmental risks in an active way, costs will occur. The costs an individual company will meet in producing for the market, consist of traditional production
and marketing costs and will possibly be increased by risk reduction costs. In the following we exclude the problem of choosing betweene risk compensation and risk reduction
assuming that I, the present value of risk reduction costs, equals present value of insurance premiums (P) and the present value of provisions (O). In all three cases a stream of
cash outflows (Zt) will occur so that:
E(I)=PV [E(Pt)]=PV [E(Ot)]=PV [E(Zt)J
Risk reduction costs are the costs incurred by reducing environmental risk. If risk is not
totally reduced, environmental damage may occur. Total costs of a firm may, but are not
necessarily composed of traditional production costs, risk reduction costs and pollution
costs. If total costs weigh in total on the firm, decisions have to be made as to what level
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Figure I. Risk strategies
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risk will be reduced. Under the following assumptions the risk reduction level can be assessedpositively (compare:R.W.Holzhauer/R.Teijl page 125):
negative consequences ofenvironmental pollution weigh upon thepolluter solely.
the chance on an incident that incurs pollution costs will be reduced by investments
thatinturn raiseproduction costs;
total operations of the firm will not be reduced in meeting environmental risk (as is
thecaseinashorttermsituation);
production takes place under perfect market conditions. There is no information
problem for themanagement of the firm.
the firm's goal in the short run is toreduce theenvironmental risk to alevel on which
totalcosts ata given activity level are minimal.
Thefollowing symbols are used:
Co : thetraditional costs ofcurrent activities
Do : environmental damage
p : change for environmental damage
T :costsofrisk prevention
As the chance for damage will be reduced by investing more money in prevention
measures p = f (T). The company's total costs (C) under the specified conditions earlier
will therefore depend upon D, p(T), T and Co. As Co isn't adapted on the appearance of
environmental risks (or stated differently, as the activity level is supposed to be a constant), Co will not be a determining factor in assessing the optimal risk reduction level.
An individual optimum occurs when marginal expected environmental damage equals
marginal risk prevention costs.
In aperfect market with the samecost structure for all thecompanies on thatmarket an
optimal situation will be brought about. Thos means that total wealth is maximized.
Under thecircumstances inthis subsection, aliability rule hasnot much to offer.
In the real world however, costs of pollution will primarily weigh upon pollutees becauseexternal effects occur.
External effects and the market
In the above example environmental damage is supposed to bring about internal effects,
that is costs for the individual company, which stimulate to alter behaviour in a more
profitable direction. If external effects exist, the burden of environmental pollution will
weigh upon others than the enterpreneur, so that, apart from results of bargaining efforts,
nostimulustoalterbehaviour isbrought about.
An externality is, 'a cost orbenefit that the voluntary actions of one ormore people impose or confer on a third party or parties without their consent' (R. Cooter and Th. Ulen,
page 169). Externalities bypass the main instrument to internalise environmental pollution costs,namely theprice mechanism.
The existence of externalities presuppose the beaconing of organisations to markets. A
market functions as an instrument for competition. Agreements between actors on markets mitigate competition and favour organisation. Any volunteery agreement on pollution prevention and control, on quality or the use of marketing instruments (e.g. price,
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quantity produced, sold and its quality) reduce free competition between organisations
anditself bring intoexistence organisation itself.
Markets link organisations that areinvolved in thepropulsion of goods and ultimately
link consumers toproducers andpolluters under circumstances (intheabsence of government intervention) topollutees. Thedivision between markets andorganisations is transparent and as O.E. Williamson (1975) argued, a result of economic behaviour itself, in
particular by weighing of coordination costs and transaction costs, that is the costs of
information gathering, negotiating costsandcontracting costs.
The problem R.H. Coase aims at, concerns the transformation of external effects into
private costs. As H. Demsetz (1988, page 14) and many others in concordance with
Coase's analysis states,when transaction costs andincome effects arezero,theinitialoptimal market situation will perpetuate nomatter how property rights aredistributed. Ina
situation of free negotions between polluters andpollutees, external effects will result in
private firm's costs toalevelthat matches thewillingness-to-pay .Fromasociety's standpointthethus created market situation isoptimal inthesencethatitminimizes costs. Two
propositions R.H.Coase makes inhisanalysis are,first andextremely important, theabsence of transaction costs, and second the absence of influences from welth redistribution.
D.W.Bromley (1991,page74),P.Burrows (1979)andothers have,asR.H.Coase (1960)
hadalready argued, confirmed thattransaction costsdomatter.P.Burrowsarguesthatina
zero-contracting costs situation, a Kaldor-Hicks optimal situation (Ql) will result from
negotiations.
The negotiations that will take place between theparties will result in a redistribution
of wealth andashift intheallocation ofresources. Theshift, however Kaldor-Hicks efficient, isnot neutral (compare: H.J.Simon, 1993). Forinstance, H.Demsetz (1988, page
59) states, referring to driver liability under perfect market conditions, drivers would
avoid accidents andwould negotiate with pedestrians ifrisk avoiding behaviour could be
bought at lower costs. If pedestrians were liable for accidants, they would change their
behaviour toavoid accidents.
The shift in wealth distribution ineither liability situations isaconsequence ofthe fact
that under strict liability rules thepollutor pays to the pollutee, while in a non-liability
situation the income stream flows injust the opposite direction. Under positive transaction costs circumstances thenewequilibrium willbedifferent too(figure 2),namely Q2if
polluters areheldliableandQ3withpolutees' liability.
It is shown that the distribution of property rights (the ownership of a controllable
stream of income that is linked with assets according to D.W.Bromley) is of significant
importance for theresults ofnegotiations. It should be noted that wealth distribution isa
prominent political issue, and so is therefore the initial distribution of property rights.
Outcomes ofanalyses oneconomic efficiency ofliability rules under assumptions ofneoclassical economic theory do not guarantee a fair andjust distribution of wealth. Solutions for the environmental problem cannot therefore result from traditional economic
theory alone.
Free competition can not only have undesired effects on income and wealth distribution, but on theenvironmental problem itself, since in a neoclassical model, an implicit
assumption ismade ofa stream of inputs and outputs that canberepeted endlessly. Limi244
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Figure 2. Theinfluence oftransaction costs onthemarket optimum
tations of thecompetitive model arebreavely summarized by D.W. Bromley who states
thatthemarket isaninappropriate instrument (1991,page20):
if high transaction costs exist;
if largeandnonmonetary benefits andcosts occur;
incasesofhigh uncertainty over the future;
withthethreat ofpotential irreversabilities.
In looking for a liability rule that is effective from a societal point of view, one should
bear in mind thedisadvatages of neoclassical economic analysis. Inenvironmental care
often negotiations between victims andoffenders areimpossible asaconsequence ofhigh
transaction costs.
Effectiveness innon-negotiation situations
One canaskifa single liability system exists that succeeds inminimizing social costsin
non-negotion situations.
Theappropriateness ofa specific liablity rulecan giveinformation abouttendenciestowards cooperation onenvironmental care inchains and,asaby-product, on effectiveness
of product-liability, which isinessence avertical chain-problem. Theassesment ofaliability rule that iseffective inminimizing social costs depents onthespecific possibilities
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to createorimitate market situations (what R.A. Posner (1986) calls: 'mimicking the market'; seeH.J. Simon (1993)page 31).
E. Mackaay (1990, page 141 - 147) compares the costs of (environmental) damage (D)
with the costs ofrisk prevention of theoffender (Co) and the cost ofprevention of the victim (Cv).Mackaay argues that there exists no single liability system thatisefficient under
all possible combinations of D, Co, and Cv. The following analysis is presented (E.J.P.
Mackaay 1990,adj.):
D,Co,Cv
D <Co <Cv or
D<Cv<Co
Co<D<Cv
Co<Cv<D
Cv<D<Co
Cv<Co<D

Liabilityonnegligence
1

Damage for victim

2
3
4
5

Precaution offender
Precaution offender
Precaution victim
Precaution offender*

Liabiliyoncreatedrisk
6

Damage on offender

7
8
9
10

Precaution offender
Precaution offender
Damage on offender *
Precaution offender *

The liabilityregimes give non-optimal solutions under thespecified conditions incases 5,
9 and 10. In situation (5) the offender bears all costs (D Co so the offender had to take
prevention maesures), of which the victim is capable at lower costs. In situation (9) the
offender is held liable but costs toprevent damage are higher than damage itself. In situations (9)and(10)thevictimisabletoprevent damageatlowercosts.
E. Mackaay uses the level of (possible) damage as an indicator for the level of precaution that should have been taken, theproblem exists to get information about damage and
prevention costs,information thatis usually not available.
Criticisms on the above analysis may further focus the supposed independency of variables.Levelsof care and damage areinstead interdependent ashigher levels of careresult
in thereduction of losses and injuries and thedifferent impact onbehaviour as tothe risk
aversion tendency of individuals.
Amore thorough analysis, including some the mentioned factors is given by S. Shavell
(1979). Attention is focused on heprevention of accidents. Results of Shavell's theoretical analysis are summarized below. First a unilateral caseis egarded, that is a situation in
whichthepolluter hasthepower toinfluence thelevel of (environmental) damage.
UNILATERALCASE:
LEVEL OF CARE
I Accidents between strangers
Negligence rule
Efficient
Strict liability
Efficient
II Accidentsbetween sellers/strangers
Negligence rule
Efficient
Strict liability
Efficient
III Accidents between sellers and customers
Ilia customers havecomplete riskinformation
Notliable
Efficient
Negligence rule
Efficient
Strictliability
Efficient
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LEVELOFACTIVITIES
Too high*
Efficient
Too high**
Efficient

Efficient
Efficient***
Efficient
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UNILATERAL CASE:
LEVELOFCARE
LEVELOF ACTIVITIES
Illbcustomers misperceiverisk
Not liable
Not efficient
Not efficient
Negligence rule
Efficient
Too high/too low****
Strict liability
Efficient
Efficient
Nostimulanceonreducing the activity level
Costs of accidents arenot integrally included in market prices
**
Custumers' perceived costs areproduct costs +expected damage
Customers' perceived costs aretoo high, too low;activitylevelis toolow,too high
The general conclusion can be drawn that in unilateral cases, strict liability is efficient
under all the named circumstances, wheras negligence is only efficient under (1) perfect
risk information (2) with direct contact between seller and customer. Chain management
will primarily be appropriate in cases where sellers and customers both can influence
risks of accidents.

LEVELOF CARE
LEVELOFACTIVITIES
BILATERAL CASE:
I Accidents between strangers
Efficient
Too high*
Negligence rule
Efficient
Strict liability with defense ofcontributary
Too high (victim)
negligence
II Accidents between sellers/strangers
Negligence rule
Efficient
Too high
Strict liability with'defence ofcontributary Efficient
Too high (victim)
negligence
III Accidents between sellers and customers (nondurables)
Iliacustomers have complete riskinformation
Not liable
Efficient
Efficient
Negligence rule
Efficient
Efficient***
Strict liability with contributay negligence Efficient
Efficient*****
Illbcustomersmisperceive risk
Not liable
Not efficient
Not efficient
Negligence rule
Efficient
Too high/too low****
Strictliability with adefense ofcontributory Efficient
Efficient*****
negligence
No stimulance onreducing the activity level
Costs of accidents arenot integrally included inmarket prices
Custumers' perceived costs areproduct costs +expected damage
Customers'perceived costs are too high, too low;activity levelistoo low, too high
Inefficient ifgoods aredurables; frequency of useis not reduced
Consequences
Since there is no liability rule that guarantees optimal results under all circumstances, the
problem arises to specify such rules under differing conditions. For chain management it
would be important to analyse effects on behaviour since liablity rules for different kinds
of external interference (products, hazardous substances etc.) are not the same.
Let us look at the consequences of the above analysis for cooperation on the environmental issue. For pollution problems that are unilateral (and many problems in fact are)
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strict liability is possibly efficient on the level-of-care issue and in influencing the level
of activity.
In bilateral cases it may not be efficient at all in influencing the level of activity.
Governmental restrictions on the level of activities however may lead to increased cooperation in a chain to alleviate pressure on profits. Cooperation and joint quality improvement may be induced by the tendency towards strict liability. This tendency is itself
stimulated by inefficiencies of other liability systems. Cooperation may be stimultated
too by the joint effort to reduce the level of risk, for instance in realising technical
improvements.
In product liability, the producer that brought the product in circulation, is held liable
under dutch (art. 6:185 - 6:193 of the dutch Civil Code) and EC-rules (dutch law is aresult of the EC-directive onproduct liability). Risks however may be created by theuseof
products (e.g. faulty storage). In fact this means that a system of strict liability combined
with contributory negligence may be efficient.
If customers are strangers to the original producer, activity level may not be efficient.
This means that by narrowing the gap between consumer and producer, social effectiveness of product liablity may be increased. Integral chain management, by which the
information gapbetween consumer andproducer isclosed, may haveapositive impact on
judicial effectiveness, andinthelong run apositive impactonproduct improvement.
Research on chain-management
As the opportunities for vertical coordinated action can violate thebasic principles of the
EU, one canaskwhat senseitmakes to study chaining activities.Why,inother words, are
chaining activities of special interest since these activities can diminish competition by
reducing the possibilities to enter the market by firms from abroad? That is because
cooperation ispossible,even under EC-law,butwithin boundaries.
First it should be specified where these boundaries arelocated, in a more exact manner
than has been done in this paper. Secondly, research should focus on identifying legistic
and private measures that are most effective within theboundaries of EC-law. And third,
scientific research should focus on the specific consequences for individual companies
within a chain as to strategy, logistics, production and product specifications in connection with legal constrains on cooperation. In doing so, scientific research on the managementof chains can focus:
horizontal research ofbranches (milkbranche, seedbranche etc.);
vertical research ontheflow of products;
research onaspects ofchains (quality, environment).
On the above analysis a special preference for one of these approaches can not be stated.
In analysing vertical effects, information has to be gathered on horizontal agreements
(par. 2). Research is necessary on the effects of product liability, since the original producer is held liable and operations in following chains are of special concern tohim (par.
4.4). In quality-assesment, restrictions on horizontal agreements with regard to basic
qualities of products and brands influence behaviour vertically upward (par. 3). The
environmental aspects can be studied by looking at transactions between stages vertically
and if such transactions cannot occur, the effect of legal prescriptions and liability rules
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on chain behaviour (par. 4.3). Studying chain management encompasses more than the
processes that take place in a chain by following the product, since cash flows go the
other way around (par. 2).
My conclusion is that studying chain management does not necessarily mean focusing
on the chain itself.
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